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Governing Rays
A starting place for Integration-Fusion

Physical Body Emotional (Astral) Body Mental Body

The Third and Seventh Rays predominate The Second and Sixth rays predominate The First, Fourth, and Fifth rays predominate

Any of the Rays can govern the Personality and Soul. Again, it is helpful to remember that the purpose of the Personality and Soul Rays in
any lifetime is influenced by the Soul to best assist the personality in organizing and controlling its vehicle (the physical, astral, and mental

bodies) and, then, later to equip the Soul to repeat the same activity as it relates to fusing with the personality. You will discover the
method needed for your burgeoning personality to take hold of its constituent parts and intuit the method by which the Soul eventually

controls and directs your personality and activities in the world

Qualities of the Seven Rays
Vices/Virtues

Rays of Aspect Rays of Attribute
(further di�erentiations eventually resolving into Ray

Three)

Ray One:Will & Purpose
Virtues
Strength, courage, steadfastness, truthfulness arising from absolute
fearlessness, power to govern or lead, large-mindedness

Vices
Ambition, pride, willfulness, desire to control others, anger, impatience, desire to
win at all costs

Ray Four: Harmony Through Conflict
Virtues
Strong a�ection, sympathy, fighting spirit, generosity, facility to mediate or
reconcile, quickness of intellect and perception

Vices
Self-centeredness, melodramatic, unregulated emotions, leading to extremes of
passion or ambivalence, excessive worry, lack of moral courage

Ray Two: Love-Wisdom
Virtues
Calm, strength, patience and endurance, love of truth, perceptive and clear
intelligence, serene temperament, faithfulness

Ray Five: Concrete Knowledge & Science
Virtues
Facility to analyze and discern, keen and focused intellect, detached objectivity,
detailed accuracy, independence
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Vices
Over-sensitivity and vulnerability, over-inclusiveness, over-absorption in study,
coldness, indi�erence to others, contempt of mental limitations of others

Vices
Overly attached to the letter of the law, ignoring the ‘spirit,’ narrowness,
arrogance, unforgiving temper, prejudice, irreverence

Ray Three: Active Intelligence
Virtues
Adaptable, expansive views on abstract questions, sincerity of purpose, clear
intellect, capacity for concentrated philosophical reflection, strategic, ability to
economize for the sake of e�ciency

Vices
Busyness, intellectual pride, coldness, isolation, inaccuracy in details,
manipulative, too critical of others, selfishness

Ray Six: Idealism & Devotion
Virtues
Devotion, single-mindedness, intuition, capable of widely inclusive love,
faithfulness to an ideal, reverence

Vices
Selfish and jealous love, over-dependence on others, partiality, self-deception,
resistance to making the perceived ideal real, too-rapid conclusions, fiery anger

Ray Seven: Ceremonial Order & Ritual
Virtues
Strength, perseverance, courage, extreme care in details, facility to create order
out of chaos, self-reliance

Vices
Rigid orderliness, perfectionism, intolerance of anything new (or old), bigotry,
pride, narrowness, form over substance, leading to superficial understanding and
judgments

Ray 3 Personality: Active Intelligence
STAGE PRECEDING SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS

The goal for all development is to further group recognition through embodying the qualities of our spiritual
prototype (whatever this may be for us at any given stage: personality, soul, or monadic ray). Therefore, when we
are capable of recognizing this innate quality — di�erentiated as it is by our field of interest and service and stage
of evolutionary consciousness — we become equipped to use the quality of our group to serve the Plan,
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strengthening its purpose and direction. Consequently, we become immeasurably more e�ective and useful to
humanity and as channels through which light and life can pour into the world, producing human units, which are
expressions of wisdom, intelligent activity, and love (attractiveness). [Excerpted from the unpublished book: One
Humanity by T. L. Rucker]

Virtues Vices

Adaptable, wide views on abstract questions, sincerity of
purpose, clear intellect, capacity for concentrated
philosophical reflection, strategic, ability to economize
for the sake of e�ciency

Busyness, intellectual pride, coldness, isolation,
inaccuracy in details, manipulative, too critical of others,
selfishness

Ray Three Personality
Integration, coordinating
the mental, astral, and
physical aspects.

The organizing approach for a Ray 3 personality to bring its three aspects under
control is a perpetual weaving and re-weaving likened to a spider weaving its web to
capture its prey. The third ray personality is adaptive, tenacious, and adept at quickly
identifying, according to the pattern it visions, what to keep and what to relinquish. They
maneuver people, circumstances, and even themselves to achieve their goal. They
assemble themselves, making them an individuality capable of outsmarting, outwitting,
and outmaneuvering anyone. As powerful quick thinking and adaptive strategic centers
within the group life, they must learn the limitations of their plans, schemes, and ideas
so as to include those of other group members.
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Ray 3 “Peak Personality” Stage
STAGEOF EXPRESSINGAS A SELF-CONSCIOUS PERSONALITY

The soul must eventually displace the personality as the director and organizer of life because it is our true identity
and is group conscious, making it capable of initiating activities through each enlightened personality for their own
benefit and for the benefit of the whole. Long periods pass between personality integration and personality-soul
fusion, leading eventually to a stage that we term Peak Personality.

This stage signifies a temporary unity before the destroying aspect of the soul ray’s influence is more forcibly felt
by the personality, culminating in a new crisis in which the personality will give itself over to use by the soul. At this
stage, the individual is an integrated personality, driven by personality ambitions, aims, and expressing themselves
dominantly in one or another field of human endeavor. Their focus is upon the mental plane, replacing the previous
dominance of the solar plexus. Thinking overrides feeling temporarily.

Third Ray “Peak
Personality” Dynamics.

Third ray personalities are centers of active intelligence. At their peak, the third ray
personality draws up plans and makes them a reality. They are business leaders and
entrepreneurs relying on their wits and smarts to make things happen. An unawakened
third ray personality chooses associates they perceive as most capable of carrying out
their ideas and plans rather than what contributions others may have of their own
ideas. As centers within group life, they must make space for others to contribute the
best that is within them. They must stop thinking of themselves as the smartest person
in the room so that they can begin to value the many ways and means to achieve the
group goal. When they adopt the group goal as their own, they can e�ectively,
e�ciently, and intelligently organize to help the group achieve its goals.
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Astrological Influences
STAGEOF BECOMINGAND EXPRESSINGAS A SELF-CONSCIOUS PERSONALITY

We grow from crisis to crisis at each stage, achieving an enhanced sense of our own strengths, capabilities, and
power. Correctly handling each point of crisis and learning to self-initiate them is how we can consciously evolve.
Precipitating crises that are another way of saying that we sacrifice the lesser to the greater. To live the life of the
soul, we eventually sacrifice our personality. Most human beings are still mostly polarized and, therefore, approach
life primarily through their feeling or sensitive, astral nature. Becoming an integrated personality shifts this
polarization from the feeling aspect more definitely onto the mental plane. For most, this is by far the most painful
and lengthy sacrifice. Then, too, at a much later time, we relinquish even life as a soul because we recognize the
greater Father or Monad aspect.

At each crisis, the consciously evolving individual asks: What type of choice/decision/direction is required to
adequately resolve the crisis/tension at this stage of development? Understanding the influences of the Sun and
Rising Signs can help you answer this question.

The Sun sign and its ruler provides the field of expression and experience that provide a needed conditioning to
help us become who we really are. The Rising Sign and its ruler is the subtle but persistent directing agent in any
lifetime of the higher Self or soul helping to guide and constrain the developing personality so that it maintains a
course that will eventually lead to its fitness to serve the soul’s aims in cooperation with the ashramic group to
which it belongs.

Sun Sign
Aquarius (5th Ray)
Exoteric Ruler

Uranus (7th Ray)

Rising Sign
Sagittarius (4th, 5th & 6th Rays)

Exoteric Ruler
Jupiter (2nd Ray)
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The unique energies associated with a person's Sun
sign and its EXOteric ruler can help them to integrate
their personality. This integration is crucial in
perfecting the vehicle that will eventually be the
channel for soul expression in the world. For most
people, becoming a personality involves shifting their
focus from their sensitive (astral or emotional) nature
to their mind.

The Aquarius is known for being rational and
detached (aided by the 5th Ray), making it
particularly skilled at shifting its focus onto the
mental plane. Uranus also gives the Aquarius a sense
of standing apart from others, helping it separate
itself to become a true individuality. The 7th Ray
influence felt through Uranus ensures that the
Aquarius can bring its thoughts into practical
expression, as it desires to order life according to its
vision. However, the Aquarius may face challenges
recognizing that its love for the group can only be
helpful if it becomes its true self and learns to
discriminate. For instance, an Aquarius who is part of
a team may need to assert their unique ideas and
perspectives to contribute e�ectively, rather than
simply conforming to the group's consensus. It must
find a group whose idea of service matches its own.
At the opposite extreme, rebelliousness may prevent
some Aquarians from recognizing and being willing
to sacrifice their ideas to blend with groups who could

The nature of a Rising sign and its EXOteric ruler sharpen
the soul's impetus to adequately prepare and direct the
personality's activities on the physical plane to become its
useful agent. These energies may go unnoticed in our
everyday lives due to the busyness of modern-day living.
However, if we become aware of them, they can give us
greater clarity and purposefulness. Likewise, these
energies may assist the personality through constructive
restraint, sensed as a persistent nudge to look more
deeply at our life and experiences to uncover a deeper
meaning. Ultimately, this inner pressure helps ensure
success for the human personality in mastering its lower
aspects—physical, emotional, and mental.

Sagittarius is often depicted as the half horse, half man, or
a man riding a horse, aiming and preparing to shoot an
arrow from his bow. It is the sign of ambition and
goal-seeking, meaning that as the Rising sign accelerates
the preparation of the personality for use by the soul, the
individual will aim and shoot many arrows pointing to its
goals, whatever these may be, and move towards them
with determined and unrelenting focus. When the native
whose Rising Sign is Sagittarius glimpses the expansive
goal, placing it on a path agreeable to the higher Self or
soul, whether or not they are conscious of doing so,
Jupiter ensures successful expansion and overcomes all
that may hinder our evolution. Sagittarius Rising is an
excellent sign for venturing into the unknown, providing
you with the fearlessness, love of adventure, and direction
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benefit from their contributions and equally benefit
the Aquarian natives' continued growth.

to leave behind the old and embrace the new. Of course,
depending on the physical appetites and emotional ties,
the rider may find it challenging to control the animal
instincts. The rays influencing this sign — the 4th Ray of
Harmony, 5th Ray of Concrete Knowledge, and 6th Ray of
Idealism — mean that the Sagittarian who has a clear and
enticing enough vision will wrestle their animal or lower
nature into alignment so that it can achieve it.
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